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MICHAEL JACOBSEN

Team DIYers ﬁgure they can
save a few bucks by going
online and doing it all themselves. How hard can it be?

DIY or DIFM?
The team business has its own problems with Do-It-Yourselfers.

E

very once in a while I like to step outside of my
sports editing box and try a little Do-It-Yourself
construction, fondly referred to as DIY. While
most of the time I greatly prefer DIFM (Do It For
Me) and my tool of choice is a cell phone with
a list of contractors’ names in it, I am not above
hammering a few nails and painting a few walls myself.
So it was one day when I found myself at Home Depot
getting advice from an orange-vested former contractor — he
was kind enough to point me to the proper aisle and then not
to snicker behind my back after all of the stupid questions I
asked. A few hundred dollars later, I was ready.
How hard could it be? Well, it turns out very hard and in
the end I was forced to turn to the very contractors I avoided
to save a few bucks in the ﬁrst place. And therein lies the
lesson for this issue for your customers — you know them,
the team dad or league administrator or new coach who
thinks he can save a few bucks by DIY.
I couldn’t help but see the similarities between ours and
the business of contracting. So I put down my hammer
and glue gun for a few minutes – using both at the same
time helped make sure those boards stayed together – and
gave Big Joe, a contractor friend, a call to explore these
similarities.
Big Joe calls his DIYers Happy Homeowners, and it is not
a complimentary term — as in, “I got a call from a Happy
Homeowner who couldn’t ﬁgure out the red from the black
wire and almost blew himself up. I ﬁxed it for him and I
charged him a lot more than usual.”
It is no secret that the world of team sports has been
taken over by DIYers intent of doing their own ordering and
purchasing. Just as I ﬁgured a few You Tube videos qualiﬁed
me for a project for which I was woefully unprepared,

THE TOUGHEST

PLAYER ON THE FIELD
STAHLS’ THERMO-FILM®

Stock up on letters and numbers at tinyurl.com/stahls-pre-cuts

these team sports DIYers believe that a few hours Googling
websites qualiﬁes them to design a uniform, ﬁgure out their
equipment needs and get the delivery scheduled.
Every team dealer has dealt with this. The Team DIYers
ﬁgure they can save a few bucks by going online and doing it
all themselves. How hard can it be? Why pay the markup for a
team dealer?
Well, just as it was for me in my ill-fated DIY project, it turns
out pretty hard for an amateur to order the right uniforms
and equipment. Any dealer can easily recall stories of DIYers
calling them in a panic because the wrong uniforms were sent
— or weren’t sent at all and opening day is a week away. Or
the right balls were sent, but half the order was missing. Or
they can’t get anyone on the phone at the web dealer.
There are times when DIY does work in the team business,
most noticeably in online team stores. But even that DIY
process is backed by the dealer himself as well as the
software technology designed speciﬁcally for that purpose.
The beauty of the team business is that, unlike many
contractors, when the panicked DIYer calls for a bailout,
we don’t jack up the prices to make a point and a few more
bucks. Team dealers are in it for the long haul and if a
customer comes to them hat in hand asking them to save the
day, dealers treat them with respect. That’s the personal side
of the business that is the bedrock of the team business.
And we don’t even snicker behind their backs after they
thank us for bailing them out. Or do we? Okay, you can gloat
a little, but then get busy making sure the order is ﬁlled. O

THERMO-FILM®
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JERSEY. PERIOD.
)
)
)
)
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A Universal Legacy
Larry Aasheim recalls the path he took to his induction into the Hall of Fame.
It’s nice to see a team dealer
earning this recognition. What
does it mean to you?

This recognition is a tribute
all the amazing people who
have made Universal what is
today. I guess it means that
Dick and I understood that
ﬁnding good people with a
real passion for what they did
was the key to success and we
were fortunate to hire a whole
bunch of them. All these good
people helped create this
regional team business recognized today as one of leaders.
Why do you think you are
receiving such an honor?

Hall of Famer Larry Aasheim (far right) with Dick Harte and
Greg Miller, two other presidents of Universal Athletic.

O

ne of the team sports industry’s own,
Larry Aasheim, of Universal Athletic,
one of the largest and most respected
independent team dealers in America,
will be inducted into the Sporting
Goods Industry Hall of Fame this month during
the NSGA Management Conference and Team
Dealer Summit in Phoenix, AZ. Now comfortably
retired, Aasheim has seen the evolution of the
team business ﬁrst-hand, so Team Insight caught
up with him to get his insight to how we all got
here, and where we are going.
Team Insight: So, how did you get here?

Larry Aasheim: Universal has been my entire
adult life; I really never did anything else. My college buddy, Dick Harte, started the company in
1971 and I was the ﬁrst person he hired to become
his ﬁrst team salesman. We were both fresh out
of college and obviously had no experience and
really nothing to sell. I became a partner with Dick
early on and when he left in 1986 I became president of the company for the next 30 years.
8 Team Insight / May 2017

I suppose it is because the
people who nominated me and
voted me in felt that our story
of starting and building this
company from the ground up
was a good one and my role in
making that happen deserved
this recognition, even though
it was never about me but,
again, is a credit to all of our
amazing people.

What do you think have been the biggest changes
in the business of team sports since you started?

Well, obviously advances in technology have
brought huge changes in all aspects of how we do
business. That, along with the power of the major
brands and the mergers and acquisition that are
taking place.
What do you miss about the “good old days?”

The one thing I miss is that you built your
business based almost exclusively on the relationships you created. Relationships are still a key, but
are not the only ingredient because of technology
and the power of the brands.
What don’t you miss?

There is really nothing I don’t miss. The challenges are different and at times frustrating, but
the good people I worked with made it great for all
45 years.
How has Universal managed to get to this point?
Universal is one of the last remaining large

independent team dealers. We have worked hard
to stay up with technology and have grown our
business by adding salesmen in new territories.
We have a solid working relationship with our
vendors, the other independent dealers and our
business associates and joining Sports Inc. has
been a real plus. We have created a culture and
work environment that has helped establish continuity within our company and we have more than
30 key employees who have been with us over 25
years. We continually look to add people who ﬁt
this culture.
Have you been able to adapt to the technology
changes or is that for the younger guys?

It is for the younger guys or at least those
smarter than me, but I guess I was smart enough
to understand that we needed to get up to speed
and have good people making that happen to the
point that we currently employ two full-time IT
people.
What will the team business look like in the next
few years?

Good question, but the handwriting is starting
to appear on the wall. The big will get bigger as
the smaller dealers with no exit plan are acquired
and these big players with lots of resources will
continue to work to gain a competitive advantage
over the independents. Technology will play a
bigger role and the vendors will be forced to do
what they have to do to — whether it is direct
sales, giveaways or spending promotional dollars
to gain business. The independents will have to
ﬁnd a way to work together in order to maintain
and grow their businesses.
What’s next for Universal and for you?

Universal is in a good place and under Greg
Miller’s leadership will continue to study and
work hard to understand the industry, add good
people and grow the business according to their
ongoing strategic planning. The culture, the good
people who work there every day along with a
big dose of humility, teamwork and a work ethic
second to none will be the key.
I did retain some ownership in the company
and a seat on the board of directors, which gives
me an opportunity to stay involved in an advisory
position, which I will enjoy. I am involved with
many things in the Bozeman community and very
active and involved with things at Montana State
University. I also need to work on my grandparenting skills and my golf handicap. Q
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“This year’s results are hard to summarize. There is good news
for several sports, but just as many sports are seeing declines.”
Tom Cove, SFIA

Inside the Numbers
Two research reports debate factors impacting the team business.
an elite level requires athletes to specialize in one
sport at a very young age,” said Dr. Ciccotti. “And
while the link between early specialization and
injury has yet to be clearly deﬁned, our data may
have important implications with respect to injury
prevention in youth athletes.”

Participation Numbers Up/Down

Specialization Rules
Youth single sport specialization is increasingly
becoming the norm in youth sports, according to
a study that found that 45 percent of high school
athletes specialize in just one sport, two years
earlier than current collegiate and professional
athletes said they did.
The new study, which was presented at the
2017 Annual Meeting of the American Academy
of Orthopaedic Surgeons, involved surveys of 503
high school, 856 collegiate and 1731 professional
athletes. Among its most important conclusions:
High school athletes reported a statistically higher
incidence of sport-related musculoskeletal injuries
than college and professional athletes.
In addition, “the professional athletes polled in
our study were statistically less likely to promote
or encourage early sports specialization,” said
study author Michael Ciccotti, MD, chief of sports

medicine at the Rothman Institute in Philadelphia
and professor of orthopaedic surgery and director of
the Sports Medicine Fellowship at Thomas Jefferson
University. Only 22 percent of professional athletes
said they want their own child to specialize in a
single sport during childhood or adolescence and
only 62 percent believe early sports specialization
aids in performance.
Among the other highlights of the landmark
sports study:
UÊ{x°ÓÊ«iÀViÌÊvÊ } ÊÃV Ê>Ì iÌiÃ]ÊÈÇ°ÇÊ«iÀViÌÊ
of collegiate athletes and 46.0 percent of professional
athletes specialized to play a single sport during
their childhood and adolescence.
UÊ"ÞÊÈÓÊ«iÀViÌÊvÊ«ÀviÃÃ>Ê>Ì iÌiÃÊÃ>`Ê
they think specializing in one sport helps an athlete
to play at a higher level, versus 80 percent of high
school athletes and 81 percent of collegiate athletes.
“This data challenges the notion that success at

Participation rates within sport categories saw
signiﬁcant changes in 2016, but not in same direction. With some activities experiencing double digit
growth, and others similarly declining, there is no
single, dominant sports and ﬁtness participation
trend in the United States, according to the new
Sports and Fitness Industry Association (SFIA) 2017
Sports, Fitness and Leisure Activities Topline Report.
Sports ranging from baseball, cheerleading and
indoor soccer to team swimming and ﬁtness activities all experienced signiﬁcant growth.
In many activities, casual participation rates are
rising faster than core rates, suggesting Americans
may be sampling more sports while reducing singleminded devotion to any one activity. In some cases,
increases in casual participation may be the direct
result of sport governing bodies and organizations
dedicating efforts to “grow their game” through
grassroots outreach.
“This year’s results are hard to summarize. There
is good news for several sports, but just as many
sports are seeing declines,” says Tom Cove, SFIA
president and CEO. “It’s clear we need to continue
to do everything we can to engage young people in
sports and ﬁtness through fun and healthy experiences.”
Some sports bucked the casual/core trend. In
tackle football, for example, core youth participation remained stable while overall participation
dropped. Q

MOUTHGUARDS CAN STILL ROAR
It turns out that the National Federation of State High School
Associations (NFHS) has not banned designs on mouthguards in
its 2017 football rules revisions, causing manufacturers and dealers
to breathe a sigh of relief that the increasingly popular look is
acceptable for the upcoming season.
The concern came out of a “proposed” rule revision considered
at the NFHS January meeting that read, in part, “Tooth or mouth
protectors shall have no words, logos, numbers or other symbols.
Plain mouthpieces eliminate this as a form of taunting.”
The initial NFHS interpretation had been that designer
mouthpieces with animal teeth, fangs and other symbols were
an insignia and form of taunting that may cause ill will. However,
the proposal was not approved by NFHS and the designs will be
allowed on mouthguards for the 2017 football season.
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Among the rule changes that were approved that will impact team
dealers:
s #OMMERCIAL ADVERTISING IS NOT PERMITTED ON A FOOTBALL 4HE ONLY
permissible items on the ball are the manufacturer’s name and/or
logo; school name, logo and/or mascot; conference name and/or
logo; state association name and/or logos; and NFHS name and/
or logos.
s 4HE JERSEY OF THE HOME TEAM SHALL BE A DARK COLOR CLEARLY CONTRASTING
TO THE WHITE JERSEY REQUIRED FOR THE VISITING TEAM !N IMPLEMENTATION
date of 2021 affords schools and manufacturers the opportunity
TO ENSURE THAT NEWER DARK JERSEYS WILL CLEARLY CONTRAST WITH WHITE
4HE REQUIREMENT FOR CONTRASTING COLORS TO WHITE IS NOT A NEW RULE
and this clariﬁcation will allow changes to be made during normal
replacement cycles. Q
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BSN, Varsity in the News
Promotions, acquisitions and court victories mark company’s ﬁrst quarter.

T

here certainly has been a
lot of news coming out of
the Varsity Brands ofﬁces
in the past month — and
much of it directly impacts
the team business.
Leading the news cycle was the
appointment of BSN Sports CEO
Adam Blumenfeld as CEO of Varsity
Brands, the parent company of
BSN, Varsity Spirit and Herff Jones.
Blumenfeld has been CEO of BSN
Sports for the last 10 years.
In a related move, Terry Babilla,
who has served with BSN Sports
for more than 20 years – including
the last 15 as president – will continue as president while succeeding
Blumenfeld in the executive leadership role.

“This is an enviable time in
Varsity Brands’ evolution, as our
three operating businesses beneﬁt from clear missions, excellent
leadership and, increasingly, new
avenues for growth and opportunity,” says Blumenfeld.
“The power of these businesses
– combined with targeted investments that empower the Varsity
Brands mission of improving the
lives of young people – has never
been stronger.”
That strength was evident early
this spring with the purchase of two
more independent team dealers.
The largest was the acquisition of
Kimmel’s Athletic Supply. Based in
Spokane, WA, Kimmel’s, currently
led by chairman Bill Davis, has

been serving the Paciﬁc Northwest
team market since 1969.
“Today, we join BSN Sports, a
national company that operates
with the same commendable mission, but with greater resources and
state-of-the-art technology, giving
our employees the ability to continue providing our loyal customers
the same level of service to which
they have been accustomed,” says
Davis.
Also in early April, BSN completed the acquisition of Lowe’s
Sporting Goods, London, KY.
Lowe’s, in business since 1956,
serves the team business in
Kentucky and parts of Tennessee.
“With the addition of Kimmel’s,
plus the recent Marlow, Erie and

Lowe’s Sports transactions, we have
brought four premier properties
onto the BSN Sports platform within
the last 90 days,” says Blumenfeld.
BSN has added more than 200
people in the last 12 months in
Maryland, Ohio, Texas, Wisconsin,
Kansas, California, New Mexico,
New York and Idaho.
Finally, BSN Sports’ parent company, Varsity Brands, came out
victorious in a legal battle last
month when the U.S. Supreme Court
upheld Varsity’s copyrights on its
cheerleading outﬁts in a ruling that
bolsters the legal protections for
pictures and graphic designs.
The 6-2 ruling enables Varsity to
press ahead with claims that Star
Athletica copied ﬁve designs. Q
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T&B Sports Closes Santa Rosa Store
West Coast team dealer consolidates to better face growing competition.

T

he T&B Sports store in
Santa Rosa, CA, closed at
the end of March after 35
years in three locations in
the city. The business on
West Steele Lane has been winding down since last fall, but the
dealer’s San Rafael store and team
business remain in operation.
Jeffrey Brusati, who owns T&B
Sports with two siblings, said in
an email that the business is consolidating now into one location
in order to “be a more adaptable
company to meet the challenges
of tomorrow for an ever-changing
marketplace.”
“While the Internet has turned
into a major competitor, direct
selling from manufacturers has

played a big part as well,” said
Brusati, whose father, Romolo
Brusati, founded the 71-year-old
business.
Decades of customers thought,
incorrectly, that the manager of
T&B’s Santa Rosa operation was
the owner.“I was the face of the
company up here all those years,”
said Mel Arnerich, who retired in
early 2017 as manager after working nearly 40 years.
Customers’ confusion stemmed
in part from the fact that T&B’s
owners had authorized him to
make decisions on donation
requests and other store matters. When customers get instant
answers to their queries, he said,
“They think you own the place.”

T&B’s story is similar to that of
other retail companies.
“What’s changed a lot is now the
coaches have chosen to go more
online to get their stuff,” said Russ
Peterich, the athletic director for
Santa Rosa City Schools.
“T&B Sports had a great reputation because of the relationships
Mel had,” said Peterich. When it
came to school teams, “I think he
knew every coach throughout the
years.”
The store was on Mendocino
Avenue across from Santa Rosa
High School for 19 years, and it
moved to West Steele Lane in
2008. Its ﬁrst store was in a shopping center at Farmers Lane and
Bennett Valley Road.

Having the general sporting
goods business helped the public
become aware of T&B, Arnerich
said. But the store’s real niche
was serving the school and league
teams. That accounted for roughly
75 percent of the Santa Rosa
business.
Some coaches told Peterich they
could get goods cheaper online
than from Arnerich. He said he
doubts whether the teams and
the community would really be
better off, in part because T&B
was regularly donating to school
fundraising efforts. Q
This article is excerpted from an
article by Robert Digitalle in The
Press Democrat.
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Turn Shoes into Money for Your Cause
Through shoe drive fundraisers, Funds2Orgs works with your group to
implement a proven and unique fundraising campaign. In four easy steps,
you can be on your way to meeting your fundraising goals simply by
collecting gently worn, used and new shoes.

Engage your
supporters to
collect their
gently worn, used
and new shoes.

Collect the shoes
from your
supporters. We
supply the bags
and rubber bands!

When the shoe
drive is completed,
simply call us and
we’ll pick up all of
the bags.

asap@funds2orgs.com • (407) 930-2979

Funds2Orgs will
send you a check
based on the
total weight of
shoes collected!
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SAFETY
A

lthough it is played primarily in the fall – and
into the winter at some levels -- football is
essentially now a year-round sport for team
dealers. When the games are over the season
really begins as reconditioning takes over,
new products for the next season are unveiled
and ordering begins.
And just like modern football players who
train year-round – going from the fall season to
off-season weight training to spring practices
and 7X7 summer leagues, before beginning
all over again in August – dealers must have
their game on for 12 months a year.
It is this year-round business – coupled with the sheer volume of product sold – that makes football the number one sport for team dealers
in almost every corner of America. And despite many of the negative

using their heads.
In south Florida communities like Wellington,
local youth tackle football leagues provide
a stepping-stone to high school football. As
a result, their participation numbers remain
strong and they provide a signiﬁcant revenue
source for local dealers.
For example, the Wellington Community Football
League (WCFL) is celebrating its 25th anniversary
this year and Scotty’s Sport Shop has been there
every step of the way providing product and sponsorship assistance.
“We sell chin straps, girdles, practice pants, socks,
cleats, uniforms and seven-piece pad sets to the WCFL,” says
owner Jerry Steuerer. “Our football sales take place in the summer, just
before the season begins. We are always dealing with parents who are

FOOTBALL’S NEW GAME PLAN IS STRENGTHENING SAFETY AND PARTICIPATION.
story lines – primarily safety concerns and participation declines – that
business remains strong.
In fact, it is the very concern about safety that keeps cash registers
ringing as teams, players and parents opt to purchase the best possible
and safest gear. That’s great news for the team dealer community.
Rocking Around the Country
A tour around the country with team dealers tells the story of football
in 2017.
In eastern Tennessee and western Virginia, football is a big deal and
interest in the sport has not been impacted by the national debate about
concussions, according to Keith McCall, a roadman for Team Sports
Outﬁtters, Bristol, TN.
“All of our youth football leagues seem to be doing well,” says McCall.
“In fact, some of the football teams are doing some traveling and entering
tournaments. Our sales numbers are up.”
One of the side effects of the injury issue in football is that many school
teams have actually increased their spending in his market.
“Many teams have increased their budgets to buy the safest possible
equipment,” adds McCall. “Teams have gone away from buying lessexpensive helmets.”
Team Sports Outﬁtters sells everything any team would need for football, from helmets, uniforms, footballs (they only sell Wilson balls) and
shoulder pads to socks, practice gear and the occasional set of goal posts.
“Our biggest selling jersey is the Prime Knit from Adidas,” notes McCall.
“The Prime Knit jersey is pricey, but sales are very strong, even though
the price is higher.” Interestingly, he reports that their hottest-selling
item is the Tackle Wheel, which is teaching players to tackle without
16 Team Insight / May 2017

new to football so it’s important to provide some guidance on what to
buy. They appreciate it.”
In Wilmington, DE, local youth and high school football teams are
making a beeline to Al’s Sporting Goods for their uniforms, cleats and
gear. “We sell everything from stem to stern in football,” says salesman
Ed Knapper, who points out that the bulk of their football business is
with local high schools and, to a lesser extent, local youth football
leagues during the summer.
“I’m conﬁdent that 2017 will be a strong year for us in football,” he
says.
As for the impact of the concussion issue on participation in football,
Knapper says that family ﬁnances have had a bigger impact on player
participation in football than safety concerns.
In Midwest City, OK, football is alive and well with both the youth
leagues and high schools, according to Johnny Jump, owner of
Mojo Sports.
“We sell all of it – footballs, uniforms, helmets, girdles, shoulder
pads and footwear,” says Jump, whose football business is a
50/50 split between local youth football teams and high school
football teams.
Jump says that the impact of the safety issue in football is
really seen with the youth leagues. “Parents of youth football
players are not content with having their child wear hand-medown gear,” he says. That translates into more individual sales
of higher-end product.
While most of Jump’s annual football business is done
earlier in the year, he has the ability to solve any emergency
equipment requests in the late summer and early fall. Mojo
teaminsightmag.com
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has a large showroom of helmets and standard colored
jerseys, so he can usually solve a last-minute equipment, helmet or uniform issue.
One trend he is seeing carry over into 2017 is sublimation. “It has become more and more the norm,
rather than the exception when it comes to football
teams ordering uniforms,” Jump says.
In Colorado, football is a major category and the
concussion/injury issue has had a modest impact
on overall participation in tackle football and teams
are not necessarily buying any more safety gear from
SAI Team Sales, Louisville, CO. At the youth league and
Pop Warner level, it is the teams that are putting more of
an emphasis on buying the proper gear and accessories for
their young players.
According to roadman Steve Luczak, SAI sells everything in

BY MIKE MAY
football. “Whatever a football coach needs, we make every
effort to get what he orders.”
In Minnesota, football sales for Universal Athletic have
remained very strong the past ﬁve years, ever since concussion research has become such a large topic.
“If anything, our football sales have continued to get
better and show an increase,” says Corey Goblirsch,
regional manager for Universal’s Edina, MN, operation.
“We’ve seen an increase in higher-end equipment sales
when our sales people educate their customers about
why it’s important, what it’s protecting and the research
behind it,” he says.
National sports participation numbers for tackle
football have, for the most part, leveled off. That trend
seems to be true in Minnesota.
“We have seen some local youth groups show a decline
in the numbers of players, but we also have seen youth
groups that are booming with kids wanting to play football,” observes Goblirsch.

Photo: Stahls’

The Cost of Playing Football
There’s the old saying: “You get what you pay for.” That
certainly appears to be true in football equipment. If
coaches and parents want gear that provides the most
amount of protection, they may have to dig deep. For
many, the cost of playing football doesn’t appear to be
a deal breaker.
“Coaches at the collegiate and high school level are
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spending more money on high-end helmets and
shoulder pads,” reports Goblirsch. “They don’t
seem to be buying that price-point option as
much as they did in the past. If our salespeople
are able to show the technology the right way,
they have seen an increase in sales purely
based on selling more expensive, higher-quality
protective equipment.”
He also points to the Tackle Wheel as a topseller in 2017.
“Tackle Wheels have helped our football sales.
With a lot of coaches jumping on board with
Heads Up tackling (from USA Football), we’ve
seen a lot of success selling these wheels,”
notes Goblirsch.
“I’m sure it varies in several areas of the
country, but football seems to be strong in
Minnesota,” concludes Goblirsch.
The same situation is in place in the greater
Las Vegas area, where selling football is a major
part of the revenue stream for Turf Sporting
Goods. Football rivals baseball and softball
as a leading category for this Las Vegas-based
team dealer.
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According to GM Jerry Okuda, youth and
high school teams are shelling out for the best
gear. Thankfully, the high schools are ordering
the “nicer stuff that is more heavy duty.”
Football is strong even out in the Hawaiian
Islands, where roughly 40 high schools ﬁeld
teams, according to Stanley Costales, Jr., owner
of Sports Line, Hilo, HI. In fact, football is easily
one of his top two moneymakers.
“High school football teams are buying everything they need from me, from cleats to helmets
and everything in between,” says Costales.
“We also sell practice accessories, goal posts,
footballs and blocking sleds.” He too, reports
“higher than expected pre-season sales of the
Tackle Wheels.”
According to Costales, participation in tackle
football has not been negatively impacted by
the concussion issue, but teams, coaches and
parents are very well aware of the issue. As a
result, they are taking every precaution.
“Athletic directors and coaches are now trying
to get the best possible equipment they can
with their current budgets,” he says. Q

THE BIGGEST CHANGE IN THE WAY YOUTH
football is being coached and played has been in
the area of tackling, with USA Football taking the
lead on the issue.
In 2017, USA Football developed and released
its Shoulder Tackling training system – an evolution
of its existing tackling technique under the Heads
Up Football program.
The Shoulder Tackling training system was
developed in concert with the Seattle Seahawks,
USA Rugby, the NFL and the American Football
Coaches Association to deliver uniﬁed instructional
messaging for tackling at all levels of football to
help set a new standard in player safety, according
to USA Football’s Tom Yelich.
More than 9000 youth and high school football
programs have adopted Heads Up Football and
the effort is getting a strong endorsement from one
prominent team sports vendor — United Sports
Brands.
“As ofﬁcial partners of Pop Warner and USA
Football, the Shock Doctor, Cutters, and McDavid
brands are very supportive of the numerous
initiatives these organizations are creating in an
effort to make the sport safer,” says Mary Horwath,
senior VP–marketing for United Sports Brands.
“The youth and high school football community is
taking great steps to advancing and growing the
sport by implementing important standards rooted
in education, and it’s having a positive inﬂuence.”
She points out that manufacturers can get
involved in any number of programs while
developing high-quality football equipment that
helps promote a safer game.”
“There’s an ongoing dedication to continued
technological advances that are in keeping with
the needs of athletes for both performance and
protection,” Horwath adds. “We stay abreast of
those evolving needs through our football team
promotions managers, who regularly visit college
and professional locker rooms meeting with
athletic trainers and equipment managers.” Q
teaminsightmag.com
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Follow the Money
The numbers tell the story of the state of football in America.
f you are into numbers, it is easy to see just
how important football is to the business of
team sports.
According to the Sports & Fitness Industry
Association’s (SFIA) most recent Manufacturers
Sales by Category Report, sales of football equipment were steady and strong in 2016, but somewhat
stagnant.
In 2016, wholesale sales of football equipment
were $546.6 million, unchanged from 2015 numbers.
Dating back to 2013, there had been a small annual

I

contribute. Certainly the decline of daily P.E. in
all schools for all students is impacting interest in
playing sports, especially team sports.
“If you don’t introduce a child to the beneﬁts of a
physically active lifestyle while in school, that child
often doesn’t play any kind of sports,” explains SFIA
spokesman Corey Bockhaus.
There are some bright signs on the horizon for
football participation. USA Football, the national
governing body of youth football, reports that
youth tackle football participation is stable in the

increase in wholesale sales of football equipment
— from 2012 to 2015 wholesale sales of football
equipment grew from $515.6 million in 2012 to $546.6
million in 2015, making it the top sales category
among team sports.
Wholesale sales of football uniforms in 2016 were
$379.9 million, down slightly – 0.6 percent to be
precise -- from $382.1 million in 2015. The football
uniform category ranks second in team sports
uniform sales, slightly behind baseball, which
generated $381.9 million in wholesale sales in 2016.
The big-picture football participation numbers
have certainly been better. According to the SFIA
recently released Topline Participation Report, there
were 5.5 million tackle football players in the U.S.
in 2016. That’s a startling 11 percent decline from
the 6.2 million football players in 2015. Participation
peaked in 2011 at of 6.4 million.
It would be unfair and inaccurate to blame the
declining participation numbers on the concussion
issue, according to industry insiders. Other factors
– specialization and the general inactivity problem
among America’s youth among them – certainly

U.S., with a .1 percent increase in 2016 from 2015.
“Youth ﬂag football increased by nearly 10 percent in 2016 compared to 2015,” says Tom Yelich,
communications manager for USA Football. “These
numbers reﬂect core participation, which measures
regular participation in a particular sport or activity.”
And at the high school level last year there was
only one sport with more than one million participants — tackle football, according to the National
Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS).
A total of 1,114,391 student-athletes played high
school football, which is largely unchanged from
the 1,114,253 from a year earlier.
The top 10 most popular states for high school
football participation are the usual suspects —
Texas, California, Illinois, Ohio, Florida, Michigan,
Georgia, Alabama, New York and North Carolina.
While 11-player tackle football remains the norm,
six-player football is played in ﬁve states; eightplayer football is played in 17 states; and nine-player
football in four. And girls are playing 11-player high
school tackle football in 34 different states.
At the college level, there were 73,660 football
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players in the 2015-16 school year. What’s interesting
is that from 1981-82 to 2015-16, 65 NCAA institutions
dropped football while 137 added the sport.
Pop Warner Rules
One of the leading organizations for youth football
in America is Pop Warner Football, which this year
boasts 225,000 youngsters playing in its leagues.
Unfortunately, that number is down from 260,000
as recently as 2009.
But there is good news — rules changes have
been approved and are being implemented to make
the youth football experience as safe as possible
and to slow the exodus.
“Our numbers have been ﬂat for that last several
years, but we have instituted a number of rules to
make the game safer,” reports Jon Butler, executive
director of Pop Warner Little Scholars, who has
the data that shows how much safer the game has
become because of the new rules.
Yet not everyone is satisﬁed.
“The frustration we’ve had is people saying that
we have too many rules and they want to go to other
leagues that don’t have so many rules,” he says.
“To me, from a parental point of view, that would
be scary. I’d rather have my child involved in a
program that I know is safe, where I know they are
doing background checks and coaching certiﬁcation.”
Butler reports that these stringent rules have
yielded big safety dividends – 86 percent fewer injuries and 76 percent fewer concussions in practice
for Pop Warner football programs.
Going up a level, high school football is apparently in good shape from coast to coast. According
to Bob Colgate, NFHS director of sports, the past
season showed promise for the sport at that level.
“All in all, 2016 was a good season,” says Colgate,
who is optimistic about the upcoming season as
well. The NFHS is continuing concussion education,
placing a continued emphasis on risk minimization,
working on more coaching education and always
looking to improve the level of ofﬁciating.
The NFHS director points to three factors that
will impact future football participation — shrinking school enrollments, the pay-to-play issue and
co-ops, where two schools combine their two weak
football programs.
Participation in college football apparently is
strong and steady as well.
“College football, by just about every mark, is in
very good shape,” says Ty Halpin, NCAA associate
director, championships and alliances. “Football
is obviously critical to NCAA institutions and it
provides a unique opportunity for positive community and campus interaction. Football helps to
drive male enrollment and the alumni engagement
for many is critical.” Q
teaminsightmag.com
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1

1. TThe low-profile construction of
the AMT-1000 shoulder pad from
Champro is combined with built-in
clavicle and deltoid pads.

2

2. MVP has partnered with Rogers
Athletic to develop the MVP/Drive,
a mobile, remote-controlled, selfrighting, padded tackling dummy that
moves like a player does,
3. Augusta Sportswear’s Zone Play
Jersey offers a collegiate semi-fit, 100
percent polyester heavyweight tricot
mesh body.
4. Due to their durability, ease of setup and portability, football teams of
all ages are utilizing the Bownet Solo
Kicker or Solo Kicker Pro.
5. Russell Athletic’s Descendant,
a modern take on a classic uniform,
features a traditional look redeveloped
with a curved yoke giving the rib knit
insert a slanted design.

4

3

6. Versatile football helmet decals
from Dalco Athletic are made of 16
mil flexible vinyl with a protective clear
laminate on the front
7. The Epic+ is Xenith’s most
advanced helmet with a system of
patented technologies designed to
mitigate rotational and linear forces.
8. The Gold series Porta Phone
Wireless Headsets feature all
electronics installed inside the headset
ear cups.

5

7

6

9

8

9. McDavid’s Rival Pro 5-Pad Girdle
and Rival Pro Shirt provide FlexAir
protective padding with integrated
multi-directional vented flex channels
for ergonomic range of motion and
maximum airflow.
10. The Shock Doctor Gel Max
Power mouthguard provides highprofile comfort and protection in a lowprofile design.

11

10

11. The adiZero 5-Star 6.0 Low
from Adidas features a Sprintskin
upper with layered material for added
support and comfort without sacrificing
weight.

12

12. Battle’s Back Bone curve
plate disperses impact and is more
comfortable to wear than flat plates.
13. Game Gear’s fully sublimated
jersey can be made in three different
versions with two fabric combinations
spanning from youth to college levels.

13

14

15

16

14. The Blitz jersey and pant from
Powers features stretch mesh and
stretch knit fabrics for the jersey and
a technical spandex fabrication for the
pant.
15. Adidas’ Techfit Hyped jersey has
a 100 percent polyester doubleknit
front panel and cowl.
16. The Dual Threat Reversible jersey
from FSG features a modern tapered
fit, cap sleeves and a V-neck collar.
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FREE
FREIGHT
HAS LANDED AT BADGER SPORT

Badger Sport now offers Free Freight for orders of $200 or more to
qualified customers within the Continental USA.
For more details go to BadgerSport.com or call 888-871-0990

GLOVE STORY
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Xprotex

Saranac

FROM ZERO TO 6.0

IN THE RED

The Adidas adiZero 5-Star 6.0 from Saranac features a mixed
media four-way stretch back of hand patterned mesh fabric,
with a wicking Lycra spandex sub-layer that delivers a lockdown compression fit and keeps hand cooler. The structured
thumb and index fabric enhances control and a seamless
GripTack palm provides the grip. MSRP: $50.00.

The Xprotex Red Zone football gloves for 2017 are specifically
designed to protect hands from injury. The lightweight, yet
durable synthetic palm provides comfort, feel and durability.
MSRP: $39.95.

NEW FOOTBALL GLOVES FROM THE MAJOR VENDORS TELL THE TALE OF THE CATEGORY.
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Bionic

BEAUTY AND THE BEAST
Beast Mode Football Gloves -- the official brand of Marshawn
Lynch – from Bionic are designed for skill positions by a hand
specialist with patented natural fit technology for comfort,
fit and performance. The gloves feature tactical pads and a
silicone palm to provide grip on the ball. MSRP: $49.99–54.99.

Under Armour

BRING THE HEAT
The Under Armour UA F5 football gloves feature the company’s
HeatGear fabric that keeps hands cool, dry and light. The gloves are
built to provide maximum flexibility, breathability and moisture transport.
Their custom fit closure system and super-sticky Armour GrabTack
palm for maximum catchability complete the package. MSRP: $34.99.

teaminsightmag.com

Ralf Fahrmann,
Schalke 04 and Germany.

Battle

DOUBLE TROUBLE
Double Threat youth football gloves from Battle are designed with newly reinforced
stitching and wear points. The gloves are made with Perfect Fit breathable material
and an UltraTack palm that goes right up to the legal stick limit. The wrist allows
for freedom of motion while the Velcro closure wrist strap provides for snug fit.
MSRP: $39.99 Adult; $29.99 Youth.

37 70 990
SERATHOR SUPREME
G2 ORTHO-TECTM
German engineered and manufactured
G2 foam with patented Ortho-Tec
stays in the fingers and the thumb
TM

Revolutionary DURALOOP strap that
not only helps control the ball, but also
makes the palm area more durable
TM

Advanced Shocksheild , 3D Thumb
Crotch , Palm embossing, Pro-Flex ,
Expanded finger Tips , Pull Loop ,
Catch Control 2.0, AirVentSystem ,
Keep Control, Backhand Side Wrap.
TM

TM

TM

TM

TM

TM

TM

Cutters

37 11 600
ARACHNID PR0-FIT
A
We use our proprietary WICKFLEX
material on our jerseys.
We sublimate this bright, colorful design
on this 4-way stretch material which
includes our MMS™ COOL (Moisture
Management System)
The sleeves include our STRETCHZONE™
cuff along with our CUFF CONTROL which
uses our SILICONTROL™ strips. These
strips help control the ball when holding
or distributing the ball.

PHANTOM OF THE TURF
Cutters is now offering four phantom camo color ways in its premium Rev Pro 2.0
receiver gloves. The Rev Pro 2.0 is a combination of performance, fit and durability
with a lightweight back of hand that provides comfort and flexibility. The Rev Pro 2.0
also features a perforated C-Tack palm for grip and increased ventilation.
MSRP: $44.99.
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BRACE TO THE

TOP
By Cara Grifﬁn
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o what would you say is most important
in selling braces and support products?
Performance? Sure, hard to argue with
that. A brace has to work if it is going to
have any value at all.
But becoming almost as important in the
range of new products in 2017 are comfort,
ﬂexibility and even light weight. Products for the team
sports player these days have to have all three of those
to add to the performance equation to make their mark.
“Comfort, ﬂexibility and light weight are deﬁnitely
important to today’s consumer,” says Mary Horwath,
SVP–marketing for United Sports Brands, parent of both
Shock Doctor and McDavid. “We would also include the
words ‘performance’ and ‘ﬁt,’ as both attributes are critical features for athletes recovering from injuries.”
As bracing and support technology has evolved, consumer demand for lighter and more ﬂexible products has
grown, agrees Laura Cleveland, Zamst senior marketing
manager.
The sweet spot for Zamst has been the range where
bracing and taping meet. “Products that allow for full
range of motion and never inhibit athletes has always
been a priority,” says Cleveland. “Our R&D team focuses
on designing products to help prevent injuries and promote efﬁcient recovery.”
The comfort, ﬂexibility and lightweight trifecta is
an accurate description of the OS1st brand family of
products and the whole functional design concept
behind it, asserts Josh Higgins, OS1st VP–sales. To that
list, he says, OS1st products add the words powerful,
supportive, stabilizing, anti-bulk, wearable and conﬁdence-building. The brand makes active bracing using
medical grade textile technology.
“We remain committed to designing active bracing
products for athletes to actually be able to train and
play in comfortably,” says Higgins. “Our products are
designed to stabilize, not immobilize.”
It is providing athletes with the conﬁdence to return to
pre-injury levels – or the conﬁdence that they won’t be
injured in the ﬁrst place – that drives product development at most of the major vendors.
“Design, quality and efﬁcacy are our key product
development principles as they help instill athlete
conﬁdence, trust and brand loyalty in our products,”
says Brock Hills, marketing manager for DonJoy

THE ART OF DESIGN IS ENSURING
ALL PARTS SERVE A PURPOSE...
Our products are designed to ensure that
each part serves to either protect, or
enhance our elite athletes’ performance.
When creating product speciﬁc to
each athlete’s needs, we must address
both the functional and anatomical
features of the human body. This
assures our athletes have “Freedom
of Movement” while protecting
them during competition. Having
a medical heritage, along with
leading

edge

research

and

development to authenticate
our designs, we are the true
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supports.
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THE ART OF DESIGN IS ENSURING ALL PARTS SERVE A PURPOSE...
Our products are designed to ensure that each part serves to either protect, or enhance our elite athletes’ performance.

Welcome to the world of z-creation!
When creating product speciﬁc to each athlete’s needs, we must address both the functional and anatomical features
of the human body. This assures our athletes have “freedom of movement” while protecting them during competition.
Having a medical heritage, along with leading edge research and development to authenticate our designs, we are the
true leaders in sports bracing/supports. The”art of design” is creating products that protect, while not inhibiting an
athletes performance. Welcome to the world of z-creation!
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Performance. He notes that the DJP TriZone products feature a patented hybrid
design of an ultra-comfortable circular knit and injected silicone banding for additional bracing support in a lightweight, antimicrobial and ﬂexible sleeve.
Medi-Dyne’s Cho-Pat line has products that are “well balanced between two
really important factors — support and mobility,” says national sales manager
Chris Landry. “The Dual Action Knee Strap epitomizes that balance really well.
Many times, lower quality braces will sacriﬁce one or the other at the consumers’
expense. The Dual Action Knee Strap is a delicate balance of support and mobility
for the individual that wants to keep moving comfortably while feeling conﬁdently
supported around their knee weakness or knee pain.”
The words comfort, ﬂexibility and lightweight all describe the products offered
within the New Balance Sports Recovery line, says Steve Sheridan, SVP at
Hickory Brands. “We understand many athletes go directly to a medical professional if they are seriously injured,” he adds. “Today’s athlete knows if they have
soreness or need some additional support our line will address their needs and
do so with tremendous comfort. The products are made to allow ﬂexibility and all
are lightweight compared to many of our competitors.”
Protection Racket
Protection needs to be the most important factor when choosing an ankle
brace, according to Deven Crandall, retail marketing manager for Performance
Health and the Active Ankle brand. “Ankle sprains are the most common injuries
that result in loss of playing time and they affect athletes of all sports,” notes
Crandall. “It’s important to provide comfortable and lightweight protection for

(Left to right) New Balance’s Ti22 Adjustable Calf/Shin Support provides support and thermal therapy to the calf area; OS1st’s AF7 Ankle Bracing Sleeve has graduated medical
grade support; Pro-Tec’s 3D Flat Premium Knee Support uses an advanced horizontal knitting technique; Mueller’s Omniforce Knee Stabilizer KS-700 is a lightweight knee
stabilizer that helps to support the joint; Zamst’s Arm Sleeve delivers uniform compression from the wrist through the upper arm; Shock Doctor’s Elite Ultra Knit Knee Collection
of engineered knit braces and supports offers compression technology in lightweight styles with features such as dual wraps, hinges, gel buttresses and stays.
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(Left to right) Active Ankle’s AS1Pro Lace-up Ankle Brace; Bauerfeind’s Sports Knee Support is breathable, lightweight and washable; Cho-Pat’s Dual Action Knee Strap
provides full mobility with the beneﬁts of Dynamic Pain Diffusion; DonJoy Performance’s TriZone Knee Sleeve combines compression and bracing in a single sleeve;
McDavid’s Elite Bio-Logix Knee Brace approaches custom brace stability with a comfortable and ﬂexible ﬁt.

SPORTS MEDICINE / BRACES AND SUPPORTS
athletes across the board, no matter what sport, position or shoes that
athlete is wearing.”
Crandall notes that athletes often wait to purchase ankle protection until after they have their ﬁrst injury and this “drives us nuts.”
Crandall continues, “Do you wait to purchase a ﬁre alarm until after
you have a ﬁre in your home? Our message is that all athletes, particularly in high-risk sports or activities, should wear some level of
ankle protection to minimize the risk and severity of injury. Our goal
is to provide athletes of all sports the protection and conﬁdence to
comfortably participate in the activities they are passionate about.
Ankle braces should be part of the protection package that athletes
purchase.”
The new Bauerfeind Sports Line was developed as a response to
consumer demands for more lightweight, ﬂexible and comfortable
products, says chief marketing ofﬁcer Warren Colter.
“These products are designed with athletes in mind — 35 percent
lighter than our medical line, but still breathable, washable and with
the same medical-grade compression and efﬁcacy,” he says. “I think
that last part is important and what sets us apart from the competition. The science and medical research behind our carefull calibrated
compression is key to the recovery and performance beneﬁts.”
“The days of bulky, uncomfortable knee braces are gone,” points out
Jennie Habersetzer, director of marketing at Pro-Tec Athletics. “New
brace technology and designs are available and can provide a much
more comfortable approach to injury treatment.
“I would add breathability to that list of key trends driving innovation in the bracing category,” she adds. “These trends are essential in
driving innovation. We design braces using the latest technology and
newest materials to ensure we bring such innovation to the market.” Q

A PERFECT SEASON
Powerful, precise repetition….
The Snap Attack Football machine provides
thousands of precise repetitions of game-like
variability of passed, kicked or snapped balls
in every practice from the high school level to
the NFL.

Reps Without a Punter,
Kicker, Quarterback or Center

The two powerful motors create a near
instantaneous recovery time and furnish the
force needed to place the football anywhere
on the ﬁeld 100+ yard. The solid polyurethane
throwing wheels grip the ball for an accurate
spin and precise ball delivery. Universal Cart
Clamp is available to attach the Snap Attack
to any cart.

Photo Above: Pro-Tec

Looking for that perfect season? Use the
Snap Attack to get you there.

P.O. Box 1529 | 2805 U.S. 40 | Verdi, NV 89439 | tf 800.717.4251 | ph 775.345.2882 | w sportsattack.com
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THE EVERY-INNING

STRETCH

APPAREL / SOCKS

BOTTOM
By Nancy Baeder

W
Dealers
are ﬁnding
different
ways to keep
up sock
momentum.
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hat happens when team dealers pair
up athletic socks with online team
stores? Teams tend to buy higher
priced socks, nimbly sidestepping
cheaper options to get the socks
they really want. These de facto
individual sales, bought and paid
for online with credit cards, bring
more revenue to dealers while upping personal service, sock
appeal and customer kudos.
It just may well be the future of the team sock business.
“It used to be that teams ordered the best sock for lowest
price. The reality is that schools don’t purchase socks anymore.
It’s all on the kids and parents, and they want better socks,”
says Pat Donnelley, owner of Donnelley Sports, Twin Falls,
ID. “We don’t get a lot of pushback on price because socks are
a fashion statement that’s important to the players.
“Custom socks have features such as arch compression and
moisture management,” he adds, “but I think they’re buying
it for the look and getting the other properties, rather than
the other way around.”
Like the athletic shoes they slip into, sock technology has
upped the ante on performance and customization, making
higher priced socks the new normal.
“I take my cap off to the shoe companies that made a $12-15
dollar sock possible. Today we ring up a more expensive
sock with no questions asked,” says Jerry Luna, owner of

A Deﬁning Accessory
My, how times have changed for the once-lowly sock business.
Traditionally relegated to second class status as a last-minute
buy, today they are a key high-margin, high-volume part of a
team dealer’s business.
“Custom socks are the rage for us right now. Teams are
buying custom socks to complete the ensemble, from the high
school level and down,” says Donnelley. “It comes from what
they see on the ﬁeld on Friday and Saturday. Undoubtedly it’s
a fashion statement and a fad that will eventually fade. Things
may be quite different ﬁve years from now.”
But for today, custom socks in either the knit-in or sublimated variety account for half of the socks he sells, many in
online team stores. “People have what I call the ‘McDonald’s
mentality.’ They order it and expect to drive around the corner
and pick it up. There is a lead time to consider, usually two
to four weeks, but that works for most folks just ﬁne,” says
Donnelley. He uses Twin City Knitting for knit-ins and Strideline
for sublimated socks.
Teams want to customize their look from head to toe. “We
ﬁnd that custom knitted socks don’t have as crisp a logo
image, but it’s a better sock overall. Sublimated socks look
better for customization, but it’s not quite the same quality,”
says Luna. “It’s a personal preference how teams choose to
express themselves. The obstacle is usually time, with lead
times taking anywhere from two to eight weeks.”
Unlike athletic shoes, name brand is not a requirement.
“Teams ordering custom socks want to do something creative
to showcase their own brand,” says Luna. “The bigger schools
teaminsightmag.com
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UP FROM THE

First String Sports, Fresno, CA. “We
started selling socks in our online
stores about a year-and-a-half year
ago and frankly we should have done
it sooner. Socks sell and more often
multiple pairs are purchased online
so mom doesn’t have to constantly
do laundry.”
Coaches Corner Sporting Goods,
Terre Haute, IN, sells socks in online
team stores to high schools and travel
organizations. “Our online team stores
usually include four or ﬁve items and
socks are a must. It’s how the kids
want to purchase things,” says general
manager Doc Claussen. “E-commerce
is very productive for us. It’s evident
that retail has to ﬁnd a new way, even
in big-box retail outlets, and as a small
business in our industry this is our
way.”
Buying socks in online team stores
is convenient and fun, with the added
opportunity for customization. “In
most cases price is much less of a
factor when selling to an individual,”
says Brad Davis, national sales manager at Twin City Knitting. “Today’s
athletes are looking for performance
products and are willing to pay the
extra price to get them.”
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Available Sock Colors
Scarlet
377

Black

Royal

906

5106

Navy

Hot Pink

White
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3210

005

Forest

Gold

Graphite
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168

803

SOCK COLORS WITH GRAPHITE AND BLACK ACCENTS
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www.profeet.com

800.334.1101

custom@profeet.com
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Even as
custom
rules the
game,
branded
socks
continue
to be
popular
with
teams and
individual
athletes.
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Custom socks account for about 15 percent of sales at Coaches
Corner. “Custom socks cost a little more and people around here
are price-conscious. We also get occasional orders for special event
socks, such as a breast cancer logo in October,” says Claussen, who
sells team socks from Pro Feet and Twin City Knitting. “Socks in
general are of better material, higher prices and increased lifespan.”
Sock vendors that effectively pair creative online builders and
domestic manufacturing capacity are great partners for team
dealers. “The idea to customize team socks is big and we’re seeing
more in the club teams,” says Sara Meyer, salesperson at EcoSox.
“We do a lot of custom socks for teams, schools and fundraisers
and try to keep everything Made in the USA.”
Pro Feet views custom socks as a continued growth category.
“We’ve lowered our lead times and expanded our offering to meet
any lead time and plan to continue to lead this charge,” says
president Taylor Wilson, president. “We continue to see growth in
domestic manufacturing and we‘re always evaluating our options
to increase our domestic capacity.” Pro Feet continues to manufacture 90 percent of its SKUs in North Carolina.
Red Lion has a new sock builder that improves the custom process
and creates visually accurate designs. “Sock builders are a great
value-added service that allows dealers to work collaboratively
and in real time with their teams and reduces the time to get a
custom sock,” says Bruce Barrows, VP–business development,
Fox River Mills and Red Lion. “We have also improved our manufacturing process to be the most efﬁcient customer sock supplier
with everything made here in the U.S.A.”
Pearsox will soon unveil a website designed to streamline the
dealer/vendor process, including integrating order history, order
portal and sock builder. “Pearsox 25 will essentially be a dealer’s
best friend,” says operations manager Scott Schulman. “Our new
sock builder that launches this summer features an innovative

image uploader that automatically resizes the logo. Our objectives
are to reduce art time, simplify the design and order process and
deliver custom product in as little as 10 days.”
Wear the Brand
Even as custom rules the game, branded socks continue to be
popular with teams and individual athletes. Many teams like a
coordinated look uniﬁed by brand.
“Although customizable socks continue to be a popular trend,
athletes are not sacriﬁcing performance for trend,” says Paul
McNeill, director of merchandise–Licensed Brands, for Gildan,
which makes Under Armour socks. “Under Armour builds pinnacle
sport-speciﬁc styles that are customized to team color demands
without sacriﬁcing form, ﬁt, function or performance.”
“If a team isn’t ordering a custom sock, then they choose a brand
name sock with the Under Armour logo or a swoosh,” says Luna.
“Crew length is the most popular style. Quarters went away when
color got big because you don’t see much color with a no-show
or quarter.”
Half of all the socks Donnelley sells are branded. “Teams buy
one or the other, with crew being the predominant silhouette,”
he says. “At one time everyone wanted the low ankle sock, but
now the socks are getting longer and the shorts are getting a little
shorter. With the days of the tube sock in the rearview mirror,
dealers can sell one pair for what it used to cost for two or three,
and they last longer too.”
Claussen carries a variety of Nike socks in his retail store for
local schools to purchase in school colors. “Most of our teams still
wear a solid color all-sport sock because it’s a good value at $4,”
he says. “While crew is popular for basketball and some football,
knee high is still an all-purpose sock.”
Look Like the Pros
Graduated compression socks get plenty of traction from serious athletes looking to relieve muscle soreness, fatigue and boost
performance. These technical socks command higher price tags,
but athletes have shown they are willing to pay to stay on the
ﬁeld. Plus, high school athletes take their cue from pro and college
athletes they see wearing compression socks.
Although many dealers don’t sell true compression socks to
teams, there is an opportunity to sell more to individuals through
their online stores and retail.
“Young athletes try to emulate their athletic role models by
purchasing similar gear,” says Laura Cleveland, senior marketing
manager at Zamst. “We use our Z-team of elite professional athletes
to demonstrate the superiority of our products.”
“Kids are very observant and when they see something new on
TV, it’s the start of a trend,” says Claussen. “Runners and athletes
come to our retail store to buy graduated compression socks from
McDavid and Mueller.”
McDavid has expanded the color selection of its sock lineup.
“Individual athlete style has become very important,” points out
Mary Horwath, senior VP-marketing, United Sports Brands. To
service this trend, McDavid has expanded the color selection of
its sock line to better align with apparel. Plus, all McDavid Elite
Compression Socks feature visual compression technology that
highlights stylish color pops and adds to the sock’s versatility.
“Athletes typically look for good value, that is a durable, well-made
product that meets their needs at a reasonable cost,” Horwath says.
Zamst ﬁnds that consumers are less price sensitive when the
product allows an athlete to continue training and competing
pain free. “Athletes who recognize a pair of performance socks
as a solution to a problem justify the higher cost for the beneﬁt
of being able to conﬁdently train and compete knowing that the
likelihood of injury is reduced,” says Cleveland. Q
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are the ﬁrst adopters and the smaller schools follow.”
He says that he actually had bigger demand for custom socks
last year, so he’s not sure if it’s beginning to fade. “With anything
trendy, the dilemma is that the cool kids get something new and
once everyone has it, it’s not cool anymore and it’s on to the next
thing,” Luna points out.
Davis sees the custom trend slowing a little, but believes it will
continue to be a very integral part of the business. “Twin City
Knitting continues to push the limits of what can be done with
new technology in both knitting and printing,” he says. “Our ability
to create custom product at low minimums is driving the Back to
USA manufacturing.”
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Fresh Socks
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1. Sof Sole All Sport sock; 2. Under Armour Compression sock; 3. Red Lion Dig; 4. Twin City sublimated Mossy Oak sock; 5. Pro Feet Conversion Low Cut Tab sock;
6. McDavid Elite Compression sock; 7. Zamst Compression sock.
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Pairing Up
The major players tell us why consolidation has hit the sock business.
“Consolidation
has changed the
industry. The big
get bigger. Today
the banks make
it much more
difﬁcult to ﬁnance
inventory.”
Fran Davis,
Twin City Knitting

L

ike other industries, sock
companies are consolidating in response to growth
and global markets and two
major domestic sock companies
were recently acquired by larger
entities. To get their take on the
sock market, we talked to some
of some of the key players: Tom
O’Riordan, CEO, Sock & Accessory
Brands Global (SABG), Huron
Capital Partners, which recently
acquired Twin City Knitting; Fran
Davis, long-time owner of Twin
City Knitting; Laura Johnson, CEO,
Standard Merchandising Co., which
acquired Fox River Mills; and Bruce
Barrows, VP–business development
for Fox River Mills and Red Lion.

Team Insight: Big picture, how would
you describe the state of the sock
business, particularly athletic socks?

Tom O’Riordan: The team business remains very strong, with
customization leading the way. The
retail side of the business has been
a mixed bag, as many retailers are
not seeing the trafﬁc due to the various players in the Internet/online
sales channels.
Fran Davis: I see increased
demand for domestic knitting and
quick delivery times. The big brands
such as Adidas and Nike are setting
up quick response teams domestically. Custom socks are reaching an
audience that never saw it before.
Everyone wants the creative design
teaminsightmag.com

along with performance features
such as arch supports, moisture
management and breathability. All
this requires shorter runs and quick
response.
Laura Johnson: The overall
apparel market has been difﬁcult
during the past several years, but
there are speciﬁc areas of opportunity. Hosiery in general, and socks in
particular, have been steadily growing in consumer demand. Couple
that with increased interest in products that are performance-driven
and we have a win for athletic socks.
How has the industry changed in the
past ﬁve to 10 years?

Davis: Consolidation has changed
the industry. The big get bigger.
Today the banks make it much more
difﬁcult to ﬁnance inventory. Payto-play has been a win for everyone
because dealers get paid up-front.
It’s a strong market and there’s
opportunity for both of us if we stay
the course, act professionally and
take care of coaches and customers. On the manufacturing side, the
mechanics of the multi-color knitting machines haven’t changed, but
all the customization has created
the need for technicians with strong
computer skills necessary to program the machines. There’s a push
politically, locally and nationally to
educate a work force that can support the needs of industry.
Johnson: Socks have evolved from

being purely functional to profoundly fashionable. Consumers
view socks as the primary medium
in apparel for personal expression.
Classic athletic styles have been featured on the high fashion runways,
opening up entirely new audiences
for authentic performance products.
Socks are now the deﬁning accessory on and off the ﬁeld.
O’Riordan: We are seeing much
more customization. Over the long
haul, the move of manufacturing offshore has obviously impacted many
domestic folks, but this has stabilized and domestic manufacturing
seems to be more favorable under
the Trump administration. The
challenge has come from non-sock
companies that entered the market
that can design great graphics, but
not necessarily a sock that will hold
up on athletes.
Why are we seeing these mergers of
sock companies?

O’Riordan: There is a general
trend of consolidation in many
businesses in the U.S. as retail consolidation has made it important to
become more meaningful to your
customers. For us, TCK brought
mass customization, a great set of
brands, domestic manufacturing
and the team business that we did
not play in.
Davis: One reason is the need for
domestic speed timetable. Amazon

created the one-day mentality. Sock
retailers, those in the SABG world,
are looking for domestic knitting
capability. There’s not much left
here. The mergers also provide
global sourcing advantages.
Johnson: Domestic production
allows us to be agile. We can react
quickly to shifts in market trends
exceeding the expectations of an
ever more demanding consumer.
Recent surveys show that American
consumers overwhelmingly consider products made in America to
be of higher quality than imported
products. Further, consumers
believe that buying products made
in America is important and therefore preferable when it’s an option.
We believe in making products Made
in America accessible to all consumers. With the acquisition of Fox
River Mills, Standard Merchandising
is the ultimate American sock
drawer. Ranging from luxury to
mass, we are the most comprehensive portfolio of sock brands made
in the U.S.A.
Can you comment on all the technology in athletic socks and the
athlete’s willingness to pay more. Is
this the new normal?

Bruce Barrows: Fiber technology is
critical for an athlete to reach their
maximum performance. New ﬁbers
and blends can improve ventilation,
moisture management and wicking to keep the body cool and dry
and athletes realize the foot is as
critical as the rest of the body. Shoe
companies are developing better
ventilated, breathable products,
so it’s critical that sock suppliers
adapt their collection to maximize
the efﬁciency of the foot to regulate
its temperature. Ultimately this will
result in fewer potential foot problems in any sports activity.
O’Riordan: There are so many
great ideas being knitted into socks.
If the manufacturers can continue
to show uniqueness, this trend will
continue.
Davis: Nike, Under Armour and
Adidas have all done a great job of
raising the price of socks into the
$12-20 range at retail. We can play in
that game. Socks are such functional
and fashion items now. Q
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The 224183 Wool letterman jacket from Holloway is a 2017 take on the classic Varsity award jacket.
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A fashion show of the latest in team jacket looks for 2017.

   

OUTSIDE
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Trend-right looks
combined with the
advances in technology
and add-ons provide
team athletes with the
right look this season.
Here are three pages
of the latest looks for
men and women on
the ﬁeld and court.
teaminsightmag.com
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Augusta Sportswear’s 5544 Stoked Tonal Heather
Hoodie comes in both adult and youth sizes.

Athletes can stand out in this Motionwear fitted, color-accented
warm-up jacket. It comes in 16 standard colors and its design
makes it easy to add school or club name in lettering or bling.
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The 3313 Preeminent vest from Augusta Sportswear is a
lightweight complement to any team jacket collection.
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Holloway’s 229772 Aerial jacket
for women and girls combines the
all-important trend-right styling with
performance features.



     

 



The Russell Athletic Women’s Fleece
Pullover Hoodie features a feminine cut
for a more tailored look that includes a
front muff pocket, knit drawcord hood
and wide ribbed waistband.

SanMar’s Sport-Tek Ladies Heather
Colorblock Raglan Hooded Wind Jacket
features a heather print that gives this waterresistant wind jacket a sporty, energized
look. It features a 100 percent polyester shell,
mesh body and hood lining and 100 percent
polyester woven sleeve lining.





This lightweight microfiber warm-up jacket
from Tonix has an ultra-soft hand feel and
noiseless shell fabric. It offers two side
zippered pockets with breathable steel
colored mesh lining. Available in youth sizing
for select colors as well as matching solid
colored pants in men’s and women’s fit.
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Tech Talks
Dealers are embracing technology and vendors are happy to supply it.
By Tim Sitek

T

he days of pen and paper are gone —
and for the most part no one misses
them. Team dealers are embracing
technology to improve efﬁciency,
streamline order processing, boost
sales and maximize margins. Okay,
some roadmen may still use a chisel
and granite block to write out their orders, but
dealers that want to survive and grow have
adapted to a tech world.
And suppliers are right behind them, introducing
a wealth of tech tools to build uniforms, check
on inventory, deliver orders and more.
As one supplier notes, it’s the Amazon effect. If
customers want it now, you better be able to at
least show it now. Mind you, as well, just as team
dealers need technology to survive, so do their
suppliers in an ever-competitive marketplace.
Team Insight checked in with several companies to see how they are utilizing technology to
make it easier to do business. Here’s how tech
talks in serving their dealers.
Winning with Technology
“If you look at the dealers that are growing,
technology is part of their strategy, says Taylor
Wilson, president of Pro Feet, a stock and custom
sock supplier based in Burlington, NC. “That
technology allows them to be more effective
and efﬁcient. If you can close the deal in front of
the customer, you win. You don’t have to make
multiple trips. It makes a big difference in both
sales and improved margins.”
Those are more than idle words from Wilson,
since Pro Feet has jumped feet ﬁrst (yes, pun
intended) into technology to support its team
dealers.
A custom sock portal called Sockbuilder.com
gives team dealers an opportunity to design
socks in four styles — sublimated, knit-in, ProInk
direct to garment and custom stirrups. Proofs
can be created in as little as 90 seconds for the
customer to review, Wilson says.
The Pro Feet app gives dealers access to several
tools and resources, including a digital online
catalog, inventory and pricing tailored to the
speciﬁc dealer. “Dealers can order, check inventory, create ﬂyers, email the assets to whomever,”
Wilson says.
Dealers play a big role in making sure the technology meets their needs, Wilson adds. Pro Feet
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Pro Feet Sockbuilder

had roundtables to discuss what was important
and then continues to make adjustments based
on feedback.
“We try to do this every year,” Wilson says of
the roundtables. “We want to sit down with our
dealers to pick their brains. The sock market
is very mature. It’s difﬁcult to get the market
excited.”
Of course, there are limits to what can be provided, so Pro Feet looks for commonalities that
are user-friendly and effective, including the cost.
As an example, the Sockbuilder can be layered
with uniform builders so the coach can see the
entire package from head to toe. Plus, this gives
the dealer a limitless amount of custom sock
proofs to show his customers.
“Many of our dealers use our custom sock
portal to track their orders,” Wilson adds. “Not
only has this been helpful in tracking the order
from start to ﬁnish, but it also allows them to
bypass our customer service department and
self-serve 24/7. They can see where the order
is, what the tracking number is, see real images
of the ﬁnished product and reorder, all from one
location,” Wilson says.
Wilson says Pro Feet sees continued success
with each new technology it rolls out and so do
many of its team dealers. “Some dealers are early
adopters and will use the technology from day
one, whereas some are on the other side of the
curve and come on later in the process.”

Transferring Team Sales
Team dealers know the importance of providing an array of decorated apparel, whether it be
junior’s tee ball shirt, a program’s soccer uniforms
or hoodies for a school’s spirit wear. Finding the
right look is only half the battle. Delivering it on
time often presents another challenge.
That’s why Stahls’, a long-time supplier of
decorating services and equipment, started
Transfer Express to offer custom transfers to
support team dealers. Technology is at the very
heart of the business.
Team dealers gain access to an online designer
called “Easy View,” an online program to assist
in creating apparel graphics for uniforms, spirit
wear and more.
Before launching Stahls’ Transfer Express Easy
View, the company worked with 25 team dealers
on beta testing. There’s also a feedback button
to give team dealers an opportunity to make
suggestions to further improve the technology.
“We have made many improvements through
these comments,” says Jason Ziga, manager of
Stahl’s Transfer Express, based in Mentor, OH.
Easy View gives dealers access to hundreds of
pre-designed layouts or templates — everything
from sports to special occasions. After choosing
a layout, a library of typefaces, number styles
and clip art can be chosen to insert in the layout.
Want color? Simply add it. Dealers also can upload
their own designs.

Transfer Express Easy View

After completing the design, dealers choose
the type of transfer that works with the fabric.
And if in doubt, the dealer can call for support.
“A transfer can be applied in seconds and overall
the entire process is much less time consuming
than direct screenprinting, with equal or better
results,” Ziga says. “You also gain more control
over meeting deadlines than if you are contracting
teaminsightmag.com

with a screenprinter.”
Transfers are generally delivered in three days
or less and some even ship the next day. That also
makes ﬁll-in orders easier as well, Ziga notes. And
numbering uniforms with transfers is faster and
more cost-effective than screenprinting, he adds.
Team dealers can save time and money by
using Easy View, Ziga says. After all, creating
artwork and getting customer approval can be
time-consuming. “With Easy View, it can be done
in less than an hour. A dealer could actually put
together two or three designs for the customer
to look at in a short amount of time,” he notes.
He also believes dealers can expand their
efforts well beyond uniforms, offering apparel for
friends, family and fans. “Even small quantities of
under a dozen are efﬁcient and proﬁtable to do,
and this is not true of screenprinting,” Ziga says.
Instant Gratiﬁcation
“If you build it, they will come,” goes the famous
line in “Field of Dreams.” In one team sports case,
however, dealers urged Pearsox to implement
technology to make their lives easier.
“The dealers ask and they shall receive,” says
Scott Schulman, sales operations manager for
Pearsox, the Westchester, PA-based manufacturer
of apparel that specializes in athletic socks. “The
pressure from our dealers urged Pearsox to put
forth an R&D plan for innovative technology
within our systems and our online presence.”
As a result, Pearsox launched Pearsox 25, a
tribute to its 25th anniversary as a sporting

Pearsox 25
teaminsightmag.com

3N2 Team Locker

goods supplier. Set to launch this summer, the
technology upgrades will integrate its processes
and deliver tools to team dealers.
As part of this, a website will allow team dealers to log in to place and track their order. The
sock builder will include an image uploader that
automatically resizes a logo on all styles and
patterns of socks. This then will give dealers an
accurate design to show to customers.
“This presents instant gratiﬁcation for dealers
and end customers,” Schulman says. “The ability to equip dealers with tools such as this will
aid them in instantaneous sales of our custom
socks, hats and scarves.”
Pearsox is developing the technology to reduce
design time and to simplify the ordering process.
The company prides itself in stating that it can
ship in as little as 10 days, he adds.
Inside Team Locker
Customized team stores have driven sales for
team dealers. 3N2 Sports is tapping into that
business with the 3N2 Team Locker.
“This allows team dealers to create one-stopshops online for their teams,” says Joshua Pollack,
national sales manager for the Orlando, FL-based
manufacturer.
But it’s more than just the technology of customizing uniforms and apparel. 3N2 provides
the custom uniforms and spirit gear on the same
platform for baseball and softball. And that’s from

head to toe, since the company sells everything
from footwear to caps. The company also offers
the same Team Locker concept for ofﬁcials.
“We can do this because we own our technology
and do not go through a third party to provide
this service to dealers. Competing services are
primarily technology companies, not sports
brands,” Pollack says.
The portal offers seamless order processing for
parents and team dealers, along with customerdirect shipping. 3N2 does all the work for team
dealers.
“3N2 Team Locker has proven to increase sales
on a deal by 30 percent or more,” Pollack notes.
“Payment capture is centralized so coaches don’t
have to worry about chasing payments and we
can credit back team dealers.”
As an example, Pollack says a dealer worked
directly with a local ofﬁciating organization.
The Team Locker centralized ordering through
a customized portal offering a full range of its
products, as well as other products carried by
the dealer.
“The dealer saw a sales increase of 32 percent
compared to the previous year,” Pollack says
with a hint of pride.
Equally important, Pollack adds, “3N2 was
able to successfully offer and deliver directly
to the end customers, completely taking the
headache of dealing with customers out of the
dealer’s hands.” Q
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EQUIPMENT / GOALS AND NETS

NET
IMPACT

Dealers can rely
on vendors to
up their game in
goals and nets.

There’s nothing not to like about selling big-ticket items such as soccer goals, basketball backboards and various training aids. The major vendors have answered the
call for state-of-the-art products with performance and safety features built right in — and margins are better than ever thanks to increasing demand, looser budgets
and reliable drop shipping. Here these manufacturers provide insight into what’s driving the business and how dealers can take advantage of the demand.

Bison

Chris Livingston, National Sales Manager
What’s Trending in 2017? Safety and performance rule this season.
After seven years on the market, the Bison No-Tip soccer goals have
become a common sight on soccer ﬁelds and national sales manager
Chris Livingston reports that No-Tip soccer sales are up 20 percent over
last year. Another item trending is its BA898G T-Rex portable basketball
system, which has experienced a sales increase of 122 percent over last
year. “It’s obvious schools, churches and recreation facilities are aware
of this system and its overall value,” he says.
The Sales Pitch: “Selling goals and hard goods provides bigger margins
than customized uniforms and cloth sales,” Livingston says. “Generally,
dealers that are more comfortable with selling goals will have a healthier
bottom line because the larger margins counteract the thin margins of
the soft goods.”
Major Issues: “The biggest issue is the increase of online sales,” he says.
“Many end users will have the local dealer come out and quote product
and then look online for a better price.” Q

Blazer

Kevin Sheppard, Sales Manager
What’s Trending in 2017? Blazer sales manager Kevin Sheppard is seeing
more interest and inquires into junior goals, reﬂecting the continued
strength of the sport of soccer at the lower levels.
The Sales Pitch: “A good sales pitch for the team dealer is simply using
the fact that more and more kids are playing soccer each year,” he points
out. “Purchases are being made by leagues and municipalities as well as
schools and recreation departments.”
Major Issues: Blazer sees safety as a signiﬁcant issue impacting the goal/
net business for team dealers, which is why it developed and is promoting its 3884 Back Bottom Brace Bar. The bar makes moving the goal from
place to place both easier and safer and also stabilizes the goal when
it’s in place on the ﬁeld. Q
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Goal Sporting Goods

Jaypro Sports

Jon Fishman, General Manager

Michael Ferrara, President; Sarah Armantrout, National Sales Manager

What’s Trending in 2017?
Domestic manufacturing is
making a comeback, according to general manager Jon
Fishman. “For the last few
years customers are trending
back to U.S. domestic manufacturers,” he says. “Quality
is better from U.S. manufacturers and costs are equal.”
Customers are also buying
more higher-end goals with portable wheels that will last longer, he adds.
Also trending is demand for personalized goal posts, corner ﬂags and
benches and bleachers.
The Sales Pitch: “Offering good, better, best pricing options to ﬁt a customer’s needs” is important, according to Fishman. “Our national sales
force is focused on education, providing product knowledge and assisting
the team dealer and road reps in every aspect of sales installation and
setup.” He also suggests that dealers promote their community roots
and urge customers to support the local team dealer by shopping in the
local community.
Major Issues: Direct sellers, increased online sellers, imported products and
slashed budgets all impact the goal and nets business. “Goal helps simplify
the challenges by offering so many models and varieties that there virtually
is a model for every need and price point,” says Fishman. Q

What’s Trending in 2017?
Jaypro Sports is seeing “clear
view” glass backboards
emerging for retail and institutional basketball, according
to president Michael Ferrara.
These backboards mount
to minimize the distraction of structures such as
height adjusters or conversion board mounts typically
located at the center of the glass backboard. This provides the athlete
with a clear view to shoot. For soccer goals, all-ﬁeld anchoring systems
are very important in today’s market. “Too many manufacturers provide
basic J-Hook anchors with their goals,” says Ferrara. “This is a disservice
to their customer as it doesn’t take into account the goals may be used on
turf ﬁelds or types of soil were J-Hooks are not appropriate.”
The Sales Pitch: “A great team dealer will be educated in the sport a customer seeks solutions for and they will listen to what a customer wants,
share information about trends and regulations for that sport and present
the best options on the market,” says Ferrara.
Major Issues: The youth goal size changes happening in both soccer and
lacrosse “are a prime example of the importance for a dealer to not just sell
a band-aid product, but instead provide the customer with a true, long-term
solution,” adds national sales manager Sarah Armantrout. Q
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EQUIPMENT / GOALS AND NETS
Jack Lucas, CEO; Jonathan Hayden, Chief Managing Ofﬁcer

Bownet

What’s Trending in 2017? “We are promoting the use of a system
of goals and nets into a diverse array of team sports for training
and warm-ups prior to games,” says CEO Jack Lucas. Baseball, fastpitch softball, soccer, lacrosse, football, volleyball, basketball and
ﬁeld hockey are seeing the beneﬁts of using a systems approach
of goals/nets for practice and warm-ups, such as at tournaments
where there are normally not warm-up facilities. Teams are also
using Barrier nets to separate practices on the same multi-use ﬁelds
both indoor and outdoor to facilitate more players from different
sports on limited ﬁeld space. “We are seeing the need for portable
net and goal systems and barrier nets in response to limited ﬁeld
space and the increase in muti-use facilities,” Lucas says.
The Sales Pitch: Offer a system of goals, nets and accessory
products that all coaches really need to be able to set up practice
quickly and anywhere. “When dealers sell to coaches, they will
sell more when they show their customers the advantages of
buying a system of products,” points out chief managing ofﬁce
Jonathan Hayden. “It turns out that dealers can add on so many
additional product sales if they take a broader view of what the
coaches really needs when they step out onto the practice ﬁeld
and offer these to them.”
Major Issues: Liability and multi-use ﬁeld space issues are two

Carron
Net

key issues and more schools and facilities are looking for ways to
mitigate these issues,” according to Hayden. “We have seen this
in sales of Barrier nets to protect players/coaches on multi-use
ﬁelds and spectators at tournaments.” With more schools, parks
and indoor facilities promoting multi-sport games and practice,
he points out, “portable barriers, goals and practice nets solve
space issues, including to help mitigate the liability issues many
schools and facilities are facing.” Q

Bill Kiel, President/CEO
What’s Trending in 2017? “When it comes to nets, 2017 has been
pleasantly surprising year so far,” reports president/CEO Bill Kiel.
“We’ve seen a number of bigger ticket sports ﬁeld and recreation
facility construction and renovation projects moving forward, some
of which have been in holding patterns for several years. For Carron
Net this translates into increased volume on custom gym divider
and ball barrier nets, along with a nice uptick in the sales of batting
cages, goal and court nets. Pickleball also remains red hot.
The Sales Pitch: “It sounds like there are a few more dollars – both
budgetarily and from donor supporters – available to help move
some of their wish list projects to the front burner than there may
have been over the past few years,” says Kiel.
Major Issues: “Dealers should shake the dust off some of those old
lapsed bids and try to engage with customers about them,” he says.
“If there’s a spark of interest, we can help put together a package
that will help get their customers the nets they need at a budgetfriendly price point.” Q

Gill Athletics

First Team Sports

Darren Clare, National Business Development Manager

Wayne Unruh, President

What’s Trending in 2017? Soccer goals in the new U.S. Soccer mandated sizes for
state-sanctioned soccer games and tournaments are driving the business, according to
national business development manager Darren Clare. U6-U8 should use 4’ x 6’, U9-U12
should use 6’ 6” x 18’ 6” and U13 and up should use 8’ x 24’.
The Sales Pitch: Education is key, says Clare. “Team dealers should make parks and
recreation directors and soccer clubs aware of the new rules on goal sizes.”
Major Issues: “The rise of and amount of exclusive online soccer goal websites is an
issue,” says Clare. “These online companies drive down prices and make it very challenging for team dealers.” His advice: “Team dealers should counter by reminding the
school, club or parks and rec director of the hands-on service they provide by being
able to visit them when needed if problems arise.” Q

What’s Trending in 2017? “Parents see a need for the children to be
involved in extracurricular activities and this is putting demands on
gym and ﬁeld facilities,” points out president Wayne Unruh. Unused
outdoor space is being converted to soccer ﬁelds and portable
basketball goals are being used in a section of a gymnasium for
additional shooting stations.
The Sales Pitch: “Team dealers need to inform purchasing administrators that they can provide hard goods as well as apparel.”
Major Issues: Budgets impact how much new equipment can be
purchased. “Dealers who facilitate repairs will be remembered as
the go-to source when it is time to buy new,” Unruh adds. Q
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PRODUCT SHOWCASE / ADVERTISEMENT
Stahls’

Heat Transfer Templates
CAD-CUT Heat Transfer Templates from Stahls’ are
free, easy, customizable templates with interchangeable data, text and clipart. They can be used to create one-color heat transfer designs that arrive ready
to heat apply.
Start designing at tinyurl.com/stahls-templates

Carron Net

Batting Cage Nets
Carron’s top-quality Americab-made batting cage nets
feature 100 percent nylon twine with UV-resistant additives for maximum durability. Standard and heavy-duty
cages are available in standard or custom sizes. www.
carronnet.com; 800-558-7768

Carron Net

Custom Field Goal Net
Field Goal Nets from Carron feature strong knotted
nylon for indoor and outdoor use and can be utilized
as catch nets behind goal posts or for skills work by
including marking tapes to create the ﬁeld goal “U”
shape in the mesh. Carron can custom manufacture
netting to any speciﬁcations. www.carronnet.com;
800-558-7768

Champro

FSG America

Custom Sublimated Team Jacket
FSG’s fully sublimated Varsity softshell jacket is a
classic collegiate design that is manufactured from
heavyweight four-way stretch woven softshell fabric.
This fabric offers the highest degree of comfort, range
of motion with a beautiful ﬁnish and drape. The softshell fabric is also wind and water resistant. New sublimated collar and cuffs complete the collegiate look.
This jacket makes an excellent all season jacket when
combined with our optional polar ﬂeece liner.

Portaphone

FSG America

Wireless Headsets
The Gold series of wireless headsets from Portaphone are a new breed of football coaches’ wireless
that features all electronics, including battery, antenna
and transceiver circuitry, installed inside the headset
ear cups. This bdesign eliminates belt pack radios,
cables and even base stations. Since they require
fewer components Porta Phone GOLD series are the
most affordable on the market. 800-233 1113 ext 130;
www.portaphone.com

Revolution Hockey Jersey
FSG’s fully sublimated Revolution Hockey jersey
breaks with the mold by combining its classic hockey
styling with its most popular new football style collars. The result is a jersey with unsurpassed looks and
functionality as the new style collars are far less prone
to picking and offer additional design elements not
previously offered in hockey jerseys.

TECH STORIES
Vendors Play the Game

Replica Football Jerseys
The Stadium Replica Juice Football Jersey from
Champro is the perfect add-on for parents, grandparents and avid fans. The jersey features a dazzle
cowl and sleeves with a mesh body. Choose from
over 12 designs and 36 colors to make it your own.
champrosports.com

FSG America

BRACE FOR THE TOP

Innovation Drives New Gear

Lightweight Training Hoodie
FSG’s lightweight fully sublimated Training Hoodie
looks just as good on the street as in the gym. Offered
in both Long Sleeve and Sleeveless designs, these new
hoodies combine classic hoodie looks with a comfort
of well-worn T-shirt. Outstanding price points make this
the lowest price fully sublimated hoody on the market.

AGGRESSIVE GOALS

What’s New For 2017
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Zamst Signs Russell, Getzlaf
Zamst is partnering with Chicago Cubs shortstop Addison Russell (photo) as his ofﬁcial performance bracing and support provider. Russell
joins NFL MVP Von Miller and NBA All-Star Isaiah
Thomas, among others, on Zamst’s Z Elite Team.
The company also renewed its partnership with
three-time NHL All-Star Ryan Getzlaf.

STX Teams With USA Field Hockey
USA Field Hockey and STX have entered into
a partnership that will include design and development of all on- and off-ﬁeld apparel through
the Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games. As the ofﬁcial
apparel provider to the national governing body of
the sport of ﬁeld hockey, the STX brand will make
its return to the Olympics in competitive apparel.
STX will also work closely with USA Field Hockey
on the provision of sideline and training apparel
while outﬁtting all national teams, at all levels, for
the next four years.

USAV Partners With Active Ankle
USA Volleyball has entered into a four-year
partnership with Active Ankle that makes the
company the “Ofﬁcial Ankle Brace Supplier of
USA Volleyball” through 2020. USA Volleyball and
Active Ankle had previously worked together in
2001 through 2008.

3N2 Sponsors NYBC, FCSL
3N2 has entered into a sponsorship agreement
with the National Youth Baseball Championships
(NYBC) and Florida Collegiate Summer League.
The partnership is part of a three-year deal with
parent company, Steel Sports.
3N2 will serve as the ofﬁcial uniform supplier
of NYBC and will be featured in television, social
media and online advertising. 3N2 will also maintain a visible presence at tournaments in the form
of booths and signage.
As partner with Florida Collegiate Summer
League, 3N2 becomes the exclusive supplier
of uniforms, footwear and apparel to all Florida
League players and employees.

DonJoy Signs Ingram
DonJoy Performance has signed Brandon
Ingram of the Los Angeles Lakers to its roster
of professional athletes. As an ambassador of
DonJoy Performance products, Ingram will promote the use of braces and support sleeves for
injury prevention and recovery. Q

